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Abstract: Three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of substation fittings is of great significance
for live working robots. However, the key problem is that active 3D cameras cannot work in
outdoor strong light environment, and the passive 3D cameras cannot extract features of weak
texture targets. This paper proposes an outdoor 3D reconstruction method based on multi-line
laser and binocular vision. To solve the problem that weak texture target has few features, we
use multi-line laser to create artificial features. To reduce the interference of natural light on the
laser in the images, the frame-difference method is proposed for natural light filtering. Then we
use the gray-centroid method to position the multi-line laser accurately. Finally, the binocular
vision model is used to complete 3D reconstruction of the target. The experiments show that,
compared with traditional 3D reconstruction methods, our 3D reconstruction method can realize
3D reconstruction of outdoor weak texture targets effectively.

Keywords: Live working robot, outdoor 3D reconstruction, binocular vision, frame-difference
method, laser positioning.

1. INTRODUCTION

Live working is a kind of operation method for power
equipment maintenance without power failure, which plays
an important role in smart grid (Wang et al. (2018)). The
traditional live working method is manual work, but it pos-
es a huge threat to personnel safety. Therefore, developing
live working robot technology is of great significance for
industrial production (Jian et al. (2019)). In live working
with robots, we focus on the disassembly of the substation
fittings, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The substation and fittings

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the substation fittings are
at outdoor high altitude and in strong light environment.
What’s more, most of the substation fittings are made of
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metal, whose surfaces are usually smooth and have few
textures. In order to get the color and position information
of the substation fittings, the visual equipment in the robot
needs to complete the three-dimensional (3D) reconstruc-
tion of the fittings.

3D reconstruction technology has always been a classic
research topic in the field of computer vision, which can get
the position and color information of the targets (Zhang et
al. (2017), Rezende et al. (2016)). However, the challenge
is that traditional 3D cameras are not suitable for 3D
reconstruction of substation fittings. For one thing, the
structured light camera and TOF (Time of Flight) camera
cannot perform well outdoors due to the interference of
strong sunlight (Zennaro et al. (2015), Chen et al. (2019)).
For another, although the binocular vision can realize
outdoor 3D reconstruction by detecting feature points
and completing stereo matching, it is not suitable for the
objects which have weak textures and repeated areas (Fan
et al. (2016)). Therefore, it is necessary to develop new
methods for outdoor 3D reconstruction.

In recent years, many outdoor 3D reconstruction methods
have been proposed. For example, Chang et al (2018).
proposed a novel pyramid stereo matching network (PSM-
Net) for 3D reconstruction by using two images from a
binocular camera. The PSM-Net can exploit global context
information to generate the disparity map and achieve
3D reconstruction. Although PSM-Net makes significant
progress compared to conventional reconstruction methods
in terms of both accuracy and speed, it’s structure is
complex and is still difficult to deal with repeated areas,
textureless regions, and reflective surfaces. In addition,
Cohen (2016) and Nakamura (2017) proposed structure
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from motion (SfM) method for 3D reconstruction, sepa-
rately. Firstly, they designed the SfM system and got lots
of unordered images at different positions of the target.
Then, groups of images were used for feature extraction
and matching. Finally, other images were added to the
SfM system for registration and global optimization. Al-
though the SfM method is very successful for outdoor 3D
reconstruction, it takes much time to calculate and is not
suitable for small spaces like substations.

Aiming at the outdoor objects with few textures, the
reconstruction method with traditional color camera is
difficult to achieve good results. Due to the high brightness
of the laser, some scholars consider combining laser with
the color camera to obtain accurate point cloud of the
objects in outdoor environment.

Cui et al. (2017) proposed a method for pavement texture
reconstruction based on multi-line laser and binocular vi-
sion. In this method, a multi-line laser is used to illuminate
the road and a binocular camera is used to position the
laser strips and reconstruct the pavement. Since no pro-
cessing is performed on the laser images, the measured 3D
points are few and susceptible to sunlight. Due to the low
reconstruction rate, the complex structure or large amount
of calculation, the above methods are poor effective for
3D reconstruction of substation fittings. Chen et al. (2019)
proposed a 3D reconstruction framework based on multiple
sensors for autonomous driving. Firstly, one color camera
is used to obtain the color information of target, then one
3D LiDAR (light detection and ranging) is used to get the
3D point clouds around the car. Although the framework
can perform a quick 3D reconstruction in the surrounding
environment around the car, the 3D reconstruction map is
sparse due to the low resolution of the laser radar.

It can be found that the above methods using laser
still have poor performance on the 3D reconstruction
of outdoor substation fittings. In this case, this paper
uses a multi-line laser to create artificial features on the
object, then uses the frame-difference method to reduce
interference from natural light in the images, as well as uses
the gray-centroid method to position laser strips precisely.
Finally, we complete the 3D reconstruction of outdoor
target with few textures effectively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 introduces the system components of the proposed
method. Section 3 introduces the outdoor 3D reconstruc-
tion method based on multi-line laser and binocular vision.
Some 3D reconstruction experiments are carried out in
the outdoor environment to prove the effectiveness of the
proposed method in section 4. Finally, a brief conclusion
is provided in section 5.

2. SYSTEM COMPONENTS

As shown in Fig. 2(a), the 3D reconstruction system
consists of a binocular camera, a laser emitter, a motor
and a computer. In order to balance the speed of 3D
reconstruction and the difficulty of stereo matching as
much as possible, we choose five-line laser as the laser
emitter. To ensure that the laser are captured easily by
the binocular camera, the laser emitter is placed directly
above the binocular camera.

(a) System equipment (b) System environment

Fig. 2. 3D reconstruction system

As can be seen from Fig. 2(b), we choose one traditional
substation fitting as the experimental target. Because the
substation fittings are often around buildings or in high
altitude, we set up the experiment background with wall
and sun shadow. Since the actual live working robot works
near the fitting, we set the distance between the binocular
camera in this system and the fitting at about 500 mm.
The 3D reconstruction experiment was carried out at 2:00
pm on a sunny day, when the light intensity on the fitting
surface was 74230 Lux.

The multi-line laser has a viewing angle of 75◦, whose
wavelength is 810 nm, and the power is 300 mW. The key
parameters of the binocular camera are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Binocular camera parameters

Parameters Parameter Values

Resolution (pixel) 1280 ∗ 720
Baseline 50 mm

Focal length 1.93 mm
Pixel size 2.04 um

Field of view H 91.2◦; V 65.5◦; D 100.6◦

The binocular camera consists of two infrared CCDs
(charge coupled device), so there are only gray information
in the images, which are shown in Fig. 3.

(a) The left image (b) The right image

Fig. 3. Two images from the binocular camera

It can be found from Fig. 1 and Fig. 3(a) that the
fitting is in a strong light environment, and the fitting
has weak texture features, which can be shown as: the
surface has few lines or corners. In this case, the active
3D camera cannot work well because the structured light
projected by itself is covered by sunlight. In addition,
traditional binocular camera can not extract much feature
information and thus can not complete 3D reconstruction.

3. 3D RECONSTRUCTION METHOD

3.1 Method overview

This paper proposes a 3D reconstruction method based on
multi-line laser and binocular vision, whose procedure is
shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. The procedure of outdoor 3D reconstruction

In the first two steps, the line laser is used to create
artificial texture on the surface of the fitting, so that the
binocular camera can obtain the gray image with laser
features.

The key step of above procedure is laser extraction. In
other reconstruction methods, infrared filters are usually
used to filter natural light. But the problem is that the
same wavelength light is difficult to be removed and can
interfere with the laser extraction. However, this paper
uses the frame-difference method to complete the filtering
of background light and only retains the laser information.
Then the gray-centroid method is used to complete the
precise positioning of the laser strips. Next, the epipolar
constraint is used to accomplish the stereo matching of
line laser. Finally, the outdoor 3D reconstruction can be
achieve effectively.

3.2 Laser extraction with frame-difference method

Since the fitting is in an outdoor bright light environ-
ment, the images from binocular camera contain much
background information and the laser is easily interfered
by ambient light. In this case, in order to extract the
laser effectively, this paper proposes the frame-difference
method, whose steps are as follows:

(1) Save one background image M0 which does not con-
tain any laser;

(2) Use a motor to rotate five-line laser emitter horizon-
tally in front of the fitting and save a new image M1;

(3) Assume that the gray value of a point (u, v) in M0 is
V0(u, v), and the gray value of the same position in
M1 is V1(u, v), then the following processing will be
performed:

V1(u, v) = V1(u, v)− V0(u, v)

(4) With the above subtraction step, we can finally get
the laser image M1 without any background.

In order to verify the feasibility of the frame-difference
method, we carried out the laser extraction experiment
in outdoor natural light. The laser extraction results are
shown in Fig. 5.

As shown in Fig. 5, the proposed frame-difference method
can complete the extraction of multi-line laser in an
outdoor environment well. Compared to the background
image Fig. 5(a), the Fig. 5(b) only has more brightness
information of the laser. Thus, the background can be
filtered out and the laser strips can be extracted with the
frame-difference method, as shown in Fig. 5(c).

(a) Background image (b) One image with laser

(c) Laser extraction results

Fig. 5. The effect of frame-difference method

3.3 Positioning of the laser strip center

The precise positioning of the laser strip center is the basis
for stereo matching in binocular vision, and its positioning
accuracy will directly affect the accuracy of 3D reconstruc-
tion. This section first analyzes the characteristics of the
laser stripe, then introduces the positioning of laser center.

When the line-laser emitter generates a laser stripe on the
surface of the target, the brightness of the laser stripe is
gradually weakened from the stripe center to edge, and
usually satisfies gaussian distribution (Hu et al. (2016)).
The gray distribution of the laser stripe cross-section is
shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. The gray distribution of the laser stripe

In order to achieve sub-pixel level positioning of the laser
stripe, many scholars have proposed their own methods
on the positioning of laser stripe center, which can be
mainly divided into three types (Li et al. (2013)): the
gray threshold method, the gray-centroid method and
the direction template method. Compared to other two
methods, the gray-centroid method is faster and can reach
sub-pixel. Thus it is selected to position the center of the
laser stripe.

The principle of the gray-centroid method is similar to
the average of the weighting algorithm. Along the cross-
section direction of the laser stripe, the stripe coordinate is
assumed to be (xi, y), and the corresponding gray value is
f(xi, y), where i = 1, ..., n, n represents the width of laser
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stripe. Then the center of laser stripe xk (k represents the
index of laser stripe) is expressed as follows.

xk =

n∑
i=1

f(xi, y)·xi

n∑
i=1

f(xi, y)
(k = 1, 2, ..., 5) (1)

According to Eq. (1), the center coordinates of the laser
stripe are calculated precisely. Then the center of each
laser stripe in Fig. 5(c) is positioned, as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. The center positioning result of laser stripe (best
viewed in color)

The experiment shows that the gray-centroid method is
good at positioning the center of laser stripe. In the next
step, the center coordinates of the laser stripe are used for
stereo matching and achieve final 3D reconstruction.

3.4 Stereo matching and 3D reconstruction

After obtaining the sub-pixel coordinates of laser stripe
center, we need to achieve stereo matching to realize
the final reconstruction. That means, the positions of
laser stripes in left and right image need to be matched
accurately, which can be shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Binocular camera mathematical model

When the line laser is projected on the surface of the
fitting, the binocular camera can observe a 3D point P (X,
Y , Z) of laser stripe in space, the P will be imaged at
pl(xl, yl) in left image (origin is ol), and pr(xr, yr) in right
image (origin is or), separately.

To ensure the accuracy and speed of the 3D reconstruction,
the epipolar constraint and ordering constraint are used
for stereo matching of line laser. It is assumed that plane
POlOr intersects the left image plane to form the pole
line p1p2, intersects the right image plane to form the
pole line p3p4. According to the epipolar constraint, it

is obvious that the point pl in left image and the point
pr in right image are in line p1p2 and p3p4, separately.
This constraint can help to reduce the matching area
and increase matching speed. And more, according to the
ordering constraint, the order of the projection points on
the left pole line corresponds to the matching points on
the right pole line. With two constraints above, we can
complete the stereo matching of the line laser.

Further more, we assume that the camera focus is f , the
disparity is d (d = xl−xr), the baseline is T . Thus, the 3D
coordinates of point P on the laser stripe can be obtained
with Eq. (2) (Long et al. (2018)).


X =

xl ∗ T
d

Y =
yl ∗ T
d

Z =
f ∗ T
d

(2)

It can be seen from Eq. (2) that the accuracy of the
reconstruction results mainly depends on the calculation
accuracy of disparity d. After obtaining groups of matching
points and calculating groups of 3D points of the target,
we can achieve dense 3D reconstruction of the fitting.

4. SYSTEM TESTING AND RESULTS ANALYSIS

4.1 3D reconstruction experiment

To prove the effectiveness of the proposed method, we
perform the 3D reconstruction experiment by using the e-
quipments in section 2. With the scanning of the multi-line
laser by motor, we can continuously obtain the disparity
information of the scanning area, and finally get the dense
disparity map, as shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Disparity map of the fitting

Then we calculate the point cloud of fitting and used the
PCL (Point Cloud Library) to display it. The results are
shown in Fig. 10.

(a) Front view (b) Top view

Fig. 10. 3D reconstruction results
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As can be seen from Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, the depth infor-
mation around the fitting can be obtained effectively. The
contour of the fitting is very clear, and the most part of the
fitting is well reconstructed. The point clouds distributions
of the fitting and the background are consistent with the
actual experimental environment.

At the same time, we can find that the information in
the red rectangle (area 1 in Fig. 9) of the fitting shelf is
none. The reason can be explained as follows: this area of
fitting shelf reflects light, so the laser stripe is difficult to
be detected there.

4.2 Comparison of related methods

To further prove the effectiveness of the proposed method,
we use classic SGM (Semi-Global Matching) algorithm
(Hirschmuller et al. (2007)) and PSM-Net (Chang et al.
(2018))to process the left and right images from binocular
camera, and generate the disparity maps of the fitting,
which are shown in Fig. 11.

(a) SGM result (b) PSM-Net result

Fig. 11. Disparity maps of other methods

It can be found that the noise of SGM algorithm is more
obvious than the proposed method, such as area 1 in Fig.
11(a). Furthermore, the SGM algorithm and PSM-Net are
not suitable for dealing with weak textures (such as area
2 in two maps).

By counting the valid points in the disparity map from
above methods, we obtain the 3D reconstruction results of
the three methods, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The 3D reconstruction rates

Method 3D points num Rate Evaluation

Our method 743287 80.7% Edge is clear

SGM 480360 52.1% A lot of noises

PSM-Net 155182 16.8% A lot of noises

Since the two CCDs from binocular camera are in different
position in 3D space, the common view of the binocular
camera is less than 1280∗720. Farther more, due to the
reflection of the fitting shelf, some parts of the fitting
are not reconstructed. Therefore, the 3D reconstruction
rate of the proposed method is about 80%, which is much
better than other two methods in the comparison. It is
obvious that the method in this paper is good at outdoor
3D reconstruction of weak texture regions.

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method
comprehensively, we use the above three methods to carry
out 3D reconstruction experiments when the fitting is
against to the sun. Then the qualities of these disparity
maps are compared, as shown in Fig. 12.

From the results, we can see that the disparity maps
obtained from SGM method and PSM-Net method are

(a) Left image (b) Our method

(c) SGM (d) PSM-Net

Fig. 12. The disparity maps when the fitting is against to
the sun (light intensity on the fitting is 22480 Lux)

quite messy and sparse. In comparison, the reconstruction
result from our method is quite dense and clear. We think
it can be explained from the following aspects:

1) The SGM method analyzes the related feature infor-
mation from left and right images, and calculates the
disparity map by searching minimum matching cost.
However, the fitting and the background are full of
repeated areas, textureless regions, so SGM method
has poor performance.

2) Although the spatial pyramid pooling module in
PSM-Net can get global context information by ag-
gregating context in different scales and positions,
and forms a cost volume, the training images of the
network include streets, vehicles and other objects
with rich texture, so the network parameters are de-
pendent on the training data set. Therefore, when the
test images have few textures and repeated textures,
PSM-Net is not robust and has poor performance.

4.3 3D reconstruction accuracy analysis

In this paper, the bolts spacings from the reconstruction
result are compared with actual values to analyze the 3D
reconstruction accuracy of the method. Firstly, the shape-
based template matching method (Jian et al. (2019))
is used to recognize the bolts in the left image. Then
the 3D coordinates of four bolts can be calculated from
the disparity image. Finally, we get the spacings of four
bolts on the substation fitting. The bolt numbers and the
recognition result are shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. Bolts recognition results

As can be seen from Fig. 13, all four bolts are well recog-
nized. Then we calculate the 3D coordinates according to
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the image coordinates and the corresponding depth values
in the left camera coordinate system. The 3D coordinates
(unit is mm) of each bolt are extracted multiple times and
averaged. The results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The 3D coordinates of bolts

Bolt number X data Y data Z data

1 -8.30 mm -184.76 mm 500.0 mm

2 34.00 mm -182.91 mm 495.0 mm

3 -7.52 mm -143.65 mm 500.0 mm

4 33.24 mm -143.75 mm 495.0 mm

It can be seen from Table 3 that the substation fitting
is not facing the camera plane. Then we calculate the
distance between adjacent bolts according to Table 3 and
get the results, as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. The distance of adjacent bolts

Group Real Measured Error Error rate

distance distance

1-2 42.3 mm 42.63 mm 0.33 mm 0.78 %

1-3 41.5 mm 41.12 mm -0.38 mm -0.92 %

2-4 39.0 mm 39.17 mm 0.17 mm 0.44 %

3-4 40.5 mm 41.06 mm 0.56 mm 1.38 %

As shown in Table 4, the measurement error of the bolt
distance is less than 0.6 mm, and the error rate is less
than ±1.4%, illustrating that the 3D reconstruction of the
proposed method is accurate. The reason can be explained
as follows: the background light in the two images from the
binocular camera is filtered out due to the use of the frame-
difference method, so the laser stripe is well extracted. At
the same time, the laser stripe is accurately positioned
due to the use of the gray-centroid method. Finally, the
binocular vision model is used to obtain the 3D coordinates
of the bolts precisely.

5. CONCLUSION

To solve the interference of strong light on weak texture
targets and achieve the 3D reconstruction of the outdoor
substation fitting, a new 3D reconstruction method is
proposed in this paper. In our method, the multi-line laser
is used to create artificial features on the target, the frame-
difference method is used to reduce the interference of
natural light on the laser stripes in the images and com-
plete the extraction of laser stripes. The experiments show
that the system in the method can complete outdoor 3D
reconstruction effectively, and the 3D reconstruction error
rate is less than ±1.4%. In addition, it is possible for the
proposed method to meet the live working requirements of
the robot on the maintenance of substation fittings.
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